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ˆlight ’light is a central theme throughout the building.  it’s a kind of 
lantern, a lantern of knowledge and circulation.˜  frederick fisher



sherrerd hallbuilding stats

site and location princeton university, new jersey

occupant

size

princeton orfe and citp departments

47,000 square feet

levels 4 (3 above grade)

design team

architect frederick fisher and partners

lighting designer

mep engineer

fisher marantz stone

joseph loring engineersm p ngin r



frederick fisher and partnersarchitect

philosophy a building has a collage−like nature as an 

assemblage of use, 
material, and lightmaterial, and light 



frederick fisher and partnersarchitect

considerations for sherrerd hallconsiderations for sherrerd hall

interior and exterior spatial relationships

materiality and enclosure

transparency and opacitytransparency and opacity

daylight



two departmentsoccupancy

orfe department school of engineering and 
applied science’s department of operations 
research and financial engineering

citp center for information technology policycitp center for information technology policy 
brings computer scientists and engineers 
together with economists sociologists andtogether with economists, sociologists, and 
lawmakers to address societal issues arising 
from advances in computer technologyfrom advances in computer technology



joining unique disciplinesoccupancy

ˆ̂research and teaching at sherrerd 

hall will cross disciplines jayhall will cross disciplines...jay 
sherrerd long understood the value of 

collaboration...and his gift will 
provide us a place for these 

interactions to flourish ˜interactions to flourish.  
president tilghman



site joining unique disciplines

ˆa bridge between social sciences 
and engineering,˜ frederick fisher



princeton university, njsite

princeton campus
princeton new jerseyprinceton, new jersey

located adjacent to 
several other distinct 
campus buildings



princeton university, njsite

friend center
pei cobb freed & partners

cues for sherrerd hall:

orthogonal, stripped look,

height and proportion

glass panels on sherrerd 
echo friend center 
windows



princeton university, njsite

mudd library
hugh stubbins and assoc.

cues for sherrerd hall:

orthogonal, stripped look,

height and proportion

glass panels on sherrerd 
echo bricks on mudd 
library



princeton university, njsite

shapiro walk

and quadrangleand quadrangle
establish a connection 

between interior and 
exterior

intersection of primary 
circulation paths



conceptslighting design

light as a metaphor for knowledge and openness



conceptslighting design

light filtered through transparent and 

translucent enclosures



conceptslighting design

light to simulate movement in circulation paths



conceptslighting design

emphasize human form by 

creating silhouettes
with light and materialswith light and materials 



five spaceslighting design

1 building north façade1. building north façade

2 lobby/atrium/stair2.lobby/atrium/stair

3 open work space3.open work space

4 graduate bullpen4.graduate bullpen

5.lecture hall5.lecture hall



1building façade 1

constantly evolving aesthetic

transfer of light through enclosure



architectural conceptsbuilding façade

+ glass allows for reflection and+ glass allows for reflection and 
transmission of light

+ diverging aesthetic from day to night

+ reversal of light transmission



photographsbuilding façade



photographsbuilding façade



photographsbuilding façade

visible protrusion of 
central building core



curtain wall materialsbuilding façade

+ five types of glass and spandrel panels+ five types of glass and spandrel panels

+ opaque, translucent, and transparent



fritted glassbuilding façade

like strokes of the 
artist’s brush lightartist s brush, light 
may be painted on the 
façade



lighting conceptbuilding façade

+ light is knowledge and ideas+ light is knowledge and ideas

+ glass enclosure allows free flow of both

+ direction of transmission is reversible

+ allows for both inward and outward flow+ allows for both inward and outward flow



during the day, the building ABSORBS
the surroundings and DAYLIGHTthe surroundings and DAYLIGHT

ˆthe building has an ethereal quality that connects it to 
its environment glass reflects the environment and opensits environment.  glass reflects the environment and opens 
the building to the world,˜ frederick fisher



a clear view from the stair to shapiro 
walk: intersecting paths of circulationwalk:  intersecting paths of circulation



during the night, the building radiates
light back to the exteriorlight back to the exterior

architect’s vision for night imagearchitect s vision for night image

ˆit’s a kind of lantern, a lantern of knowledge 
and circulation.˜  frederick fisher



lighting design criteriabuilding façade

+ highest luminance on walls parallel+ highest luminance on walls parallel 
to glass façade

+ uniform lighting on wall surface

+ prevent direct glare and view of light+ prevent direct glare and view of light 
source

minimize light pollution+ minimize light pollution



building façade
schematic lighting 
concept: typical planconcept: typical plan

typical plan along north façade

curtain wall systemcurtain wall system

provide wall grazingprovide wall grazing



building façade
schematic lighting 
concept: wall grazingconcept: wall grazing



building façade
schematic lighting 
concept: exterior viewconcept: exterior view



building façade
schematic lighting 
concept: exterior viewconcept: exterior view

uplighting of trees



building façade
schematic lighting 
concept: exterior viewconcept: exterior view

translucency



building façade
schematic lighting 
concept: exterior viewconcept: exterior view

transparency



building façade
schematic lighting 
concept: exterior viewconcept: exterior view

building anchored by glowing core

spill light cast upon shapiro walkspill light cast upon shapiro walk



2lobby/atrium/stair 2

energetic building core



architectural conceptslobby/atrium/stair

+ core admits and radiates abundant light+ core admits and radiates abundant light

+ transparent materials allow for visual 
connection in spaces adjacent to atrium

+ feature wall and light sculpture provide 
unifying elements and vertical bridging



space uselobby/atrium/stair

+ main entrance

+ gathering space

+ small lounge areas at each level

+ primary circulation path+ primary circulation path

+ primary open stair



room dimensionslobby/atrium/stair

area

5095 square feet5095 square feet

room dimensions

atrium area is 
approximately 23’ x 58’
with an overall ceiling 
height of 39’

spans 3 floors



atriumlobby/atrium/stair



main stairlobby/atrium/stair



main stairlobby/atrium/stair



light sculpturelobby/atrium/stair



loungelobby/atrium/stair



feature walllobby/atrium/stair



lobby/atrium/stair lighting design

three design conceptsthree design concepts



lobby/atrium/stair concept 1

energy

the active building core pulses with energythe active building core pulses with energy



lobby/atrium/stair concept 1

movement

people and ideas move in all directionspeople and ideas move in all directions



concept  moving energylobby/atrium/stair

+ apply a combination of linear lighting+ apply a combination of linear lighting 
elements to create a sense of movement 
and energyand energy

+ lighting elements guide circulation



moving energylobby/atrium/stair



moving energylobby/atrium/stair

exposed, seamless 
lines of lightlines of light



moving energylobby/atrium/stair

combination of surface, 
lensed, and slotted lines,



moving energylobby/atrium/stair

linear lighting integrated 
with furnishings



moving energylobby/atrium/stair

display lighting



moving energylobby/atrium/stair

picture lighting



moving energylobby/atrium/stair



concept 2lobby/atrium/stair

transparency

allows for interaction, collaboration, 
cross−pollination



concept  transparencylobby/atrium/stair

+ enhance the sense of transparency in the+ enhance the sense of transparency in the 
space to increase human interaction

+ selectively illuminate vertical surfaces 
with wall slots to backlight people and 
objects

+ silhouettes become clearly visible from+ silhouettes become clearly visible from 
across the atrium



transparencylobby/atrium/stair



transparencylobby/atrium/stair



transparencylobby/atrium/stair



transparencylobby/atrium/stair

picture lighting



transparencylobby/atrium/stair

display lighting



transparencylobby/atrium/stair

decorative, glowing light 
element at table level



transparencylobby/atrium/stair



transparencylobby/atrium/stair



transparencylobby/atrium/stair



concept 3lobby/atrium/stair

expansion

ideas and light enter 
the building and expandthe building and expand 
through the core



concept  expansionlobby/atrium/stair

+ enhance the sense that light and ideas+ enhance the sense that light and ideas 
enter the space and expand 

+ a metaphor for increasing knowledge 
through interaction



expansionlobby/atrium/stair



expansionlobby/atrium/stair

downlighting in corridors



expansionlobby/atrium/stair

glowing panelsglowing panels



expansionlobby/atrium/stair



expansionlobby/atrium/stair

display lighting



expansionlobby/atrium/stair



expansionlobby/atrium/stair



expansionlobby/atrium/stair



expansionlobby/atrium/stair



expansionlobby/atrium/stair



expansionlobby/atrium/stair



expansionlobby/atrium/stair



3open work space 3

create impressions with light



architectural conceptsopen work space

+ transparency to building core+ transparency to building core

+ openness and flexibility of space to 
allow for interaction



space useopen work space

+ lounge, classroom, and work area+ lounge, classroom, and work area

+ multi−use space
+ academic functions

+ entertainment/relaxation functions



room dimensionsopen work space

area

888 square feet888 square feet

room dimensions

35’ x 23’ in main room

ceiling height of 9’



photographsopen work space



lighting design criteriaopen work space

+ create public and relaxation+ create public and relaxation
impressions

+ provide a flexible solution

+ consider light distribution on room+ consider light distribution on room 
surfaces for each impression



flynn studyopen work space

+ separate lighting solutions for academic+ separate lighting solutions for academic 
versus entertainment/relaxation 
functionsfunctions

+ Consider flynn impressions for pseudo−
opposites:  

public versus relaxationpublic versus relaxation



open work space public impression

+ higher levels of illumination

+ uniform light distribution on surfaces+ uniform light distribution on surfaces

+ light from overhead



open work space
lighting model: public 
impressionimpression



open work space
lighting model: public 
impressionimpression



open work space relaxation impression

+ lower levels of illumination
+ non−uniform lighting
+ emphasize wall lighting+ emphasize wall lighting
+ soft ˆpools of light˜



open work space
lighting model: 
relaxation impressionrelaxation impression



open work space
lighting model: 
relaxation impressionrelaxation impression



open work space
lighting model:  
comparisoncomparison



graduate bullpen 44

enhance performance in a work space



space usegraduate bullpen

+ open work space for individual and group+ open work space for individual and group 
work

+ use as office and study space for 
graduate students



room dimensionsgraduate bullpen

area

572 square feet572 square feet

room dimensions

22.5’ x 22’, with a 
ceiling height of 9’



photographsgraduate bullpen



lighting design criteriagraduate bullpen

+ electric lighting system to be integrated+ electric lighting system to be integrated 
with daylighting system

+ minimize direct glare

+ minimize reflected glare on computer 
screens

+ light distribution on task plane+ light distribution on task plane

+ luminances of room surfaces



lighting plangraduate bullpen

reorient desks r ori nt sks
with respect to 
windowswindows



lighting plangraduate bullpen

indirect ambientindirect ambient 
lighting system

combine with taskcombine with task 
lighting at desks



lighting plangraduate bullpen

provide uniform provi uniform
wash of light on 
discussion boarddiscussion board



lighting plangraduate bullpen

simulate a simu at a
lounge feel in 
the alcovethe alcove



lighting designgraduate bullpen

desks no longer face the 
windows

indirect lighting reduces 
direct glare and 
balances room surface 
luminancesluminances



lighting designgraduate bullpen

task lighting at each 
work station allows forwork station allows for 
occupant control and 
comfort



lighting designgraduate bullpen

lighting in alcove



5lecture hall 5

provide effective lighting of tasks



architectural conceptslecture hall

+ perforated cherry wood feature wall+ perforated cherry wood feature wall 
anchors space to core atrium

+ acoustical elements integrated with 
architecture



space uselecture hall

+ largest lecture space in building+ largest lecture space in building

+ Used for both lectures on a chalk board 
and lectures aided by audiovisual 
equipment



room dimensionslecture hall

area

942 square feet942 square feet

room dimensions

34’ x 28’, with a ceiling 
height of 10.5’ at the 
bottom stair and 9’ at 
the top stair



photographslecture hall



lighting design criterialecture hall

+ emphasize points of interest+ emphasize points of interest

+ minimize glare potential

+ provide uniform light on desks and 
chalkboard

+ provide a flexible system

+ provide effective modeling of 
instructor’s face



lecture hall lighting elements



lecture hall lighting elements

recessed step lighting



lecture hall lighting elements

recessed linear 
lighting over deskslighting over desks



lecture hall
lecture mode 1:  
chalkboardchalkboard

uniform wash of light 
on chalkboardon chalkboard



lecture hall
lecture mode 1:  
chalkboardchalkboard



lecture hall wall lighting option



questions and comments


